
Breeze Multi-Head 4 Media Player 

It is an intrinsic truth that human beings are impressed with size, 
especially when it comes to the visual arts. Size particularly matters 
when making that first impression. For example, it’s not hard to recall 
the time you witnessed your first IMAX movie.  

Breeze Multi-Head 4 brings to any business an affordable way to have 
large-scale visual impact with the simplicity of a single media player that 
doubles as a video wall controller. Sporting a 4-head HDMI card that 
supports 1080P on each digital screen, inspiring video walls are now in 
the grasp of aspiring businesses that refuse to settle for ordinary.  

Breeze eliminates the need for complicated and expensive video wall 
processing equipment and related video screens that are often cost 
prohibitive. Instead, Keywest Technology recommends using quality 
commercial-grade LCD displays with minimal bezel width for the most 
attractive and reliable installation possible.  

Breeze is perfect for bringing larger-than-life images to atriums, foyers, 
lobbies, main entrances, service counters and reception areas. It also 
fits perfectly into architectural media that combines integrated design 
with building esthetics to enhance atmosphere and customer experience.  

Breeze Multi-Head 4 makes managing video walls a snap, too. Simply 
login to the Breeze Editor via the Internet and control your multi-
monitor signage from anywhere, anytime. You can forget about time-
consuming software updates, costly server maintenance, troublesome 
downtime, endless upgrades, IT configuration hassles, security concerns 
and clunky UI software. We engineered the Breeze Digital Signage 
system to meet all of your needs, from single to multi-screen digital sign 
networks. 
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Product Questions? 
Call 800-331-2019 (press #4) 
Email: Sales@KeywestTechnology.com 
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BRZ-MP+4 
player specifications 

Specifications subject to improve without notice 

MECHANICAL 
DIMENSIONS: 1.5 RU Chassis with Rack Handles 

2.75 (H) x 14.25 (D) x 19.0 (W) inches  
(70 x 362 x 483 mm) 

WEIGHT (actual): 12 lbs. (5.4kg) 

 
VIDEO / AUDIO SPECIFICATIONS 
•  (4x) Mini DisplayPort with HDMI Adapter 
 
(Note: The four (4) Mini DisplayPort with HDMI Adapter is 
exclusively used for video wall LCDs. All other video ports 
are not used except during player setup) 

•  (1x) Stereo Audio I/O, 3.5mm  

 
CONTROL I/O SPECIFICATIONS 
•  (1x) RJ45 100/1000 Base-T Ethernet LAN 

•  (2x) USB v2.0 I/O 

•  (2x) USB v3.0 I/O 

•  PS/2 Keyboard/Mouse Combo Port 

 
CONTROL REQUIREMENTS  
 BREEZE DIGITAL SIGNAGE ONLINE EDITOR 

•  Windows® Internet Explorer 11 or higher 

•  Mozzilla  Firefox v.12 or higher (Mac or Windows) 

•  Google Chrome v.18 or higher (Mac or Windows)  

 
DATA STORAGE: 
•  128GB Solid State Drive (SSD) 

 
POWER 
•   PSU: 100/240 VAC, 47-63 Hz 400W (UL/CE) 
(Note: Average power consumption ~100W)  
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